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Nonequilibrium dynamics and fluctuation-dissipation relation
in a sheared fluid
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The nonequilibrium dynamics of a binary Lennard-Jones mixture in a simple shear flow is
investigated by means of molecular dynamics simulations. The range of temperatureT investigated
covers both the liquid, supercooled, and glassy states, while the shear rateg covers both the linear
and nonlinear regimes of rheology. The results can be interpreted in the context of a nonequilibrium,
schematic mode-coupling theory developed recently, which makes the theory applicable to a wide
range of soft glassy materials. The behavior of the viscosityh(T,g) is first investigated. In the
nonlinear regime, strong shear-thinning is obtained,h;g2a(T), with a(T). 2

3 in the supercooled
regime. Scaling properties of the intermediate scattering functions are studied. Standard
‘‘mode-coupling properties’’ of factorization and time superposition hold in this nonequilibrium
situation. The fluctuation-dissipation relation is violated in the shear flow in a way very similar to
that predicted theoretically, allowing for the definition of an effective temperatureTeff for the slow
modes of the fluid. Temperature and shear rate dependencies ofTeff are studied using density
fluctuations as an observable. The observable dependence ofTeff is also investigated. Many different
observables are found to lead to the same value ofTeff , suggesting several experimental procedures
to accessTeff . It is proposed that a tracer particle of large massmtr may play the role of an ‘‘effective
thermometer.’’ When the Einstein frequency of the tracers becomes smaller than the inverse
relaxation time of the fluid, a nonequilibrium equipartition theorem holds with^mtrvz

2&5kBTeff ,
wherevz is the velocity in the direction transverse to the flow. This last result gives strong support
to the thermodynamic interpretation ofTeff and makes it experimentally accessible in a very direct
way. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1460862#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Glasses are usually defined by the fact that their inte
relaxation time is larger than the experimental time scale
simple molecular systems, the associated glass trans
temperature corresponds to a very high viscosity, makin
difficult to investigate experimentally the rheological prope
ties of glassy systems. In complex fluids~e.g., colloids,
emulsions! it is, however, possible to reach a glassy situ
tion, in the sense of large relaxation times, with syste
having viscosities or shear moduli that allow for a rheolo
cal investigation.1 Such materials have been described
‘‘soft glassy materials’’ in the literature.2

When it is quenched into its glassy state, a material is
definition out of equilibrium. An important feature of thi
nonequilibrium situation is the absence of time translat
invariance. Physical properties are a function of the ti
spent in the glassy phase, or waiting timetw . This is best
seen through the measurement of time-dependent cor
tions that depend both ontw and on the time difference
These dependencies ontw are usually described as agin
phenomena.3 They have been studied experimentally a
theoretically in great detail.4 Interestingly, for the presen
work, the aging behavior of several complex fluids has
cently been experimentally investigated,5–11 showing inter-
esting similarities with other, more standard, glassy syste
6220021-9606/2002/116(14)/6228/15/$19.00
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By submitting the system to a homogeneous, ste
shear flow, a different kind of nonequilibrium situation
obtained. The steady shear flow, characterized by the s
rateg, creates anonequilibrium steady state, in which time
translation invariance is recovered.12 The shear flow can
therefore be used as a probe of the glassy system, with
convenient feature of having the shear rateg rather than the
waiting time tw as a control parameter. In fact, the inver
shear rate introduces a time scale in the problem, wh
plays a role similar totw . Interesting phenomena are thu
expected to show up as soon as this new time scale comp
with the relaxation time of the fluid. As a result, it is als
interesting to study the ‘‘supercooled’’ regime, which wou
correspond to an equilibrated situation in the absence o
shear flow. Moreover, this way of probing the nonequili
rium properties of glassy systems is possibly more relev
experimentally than the aging approach, at least in the c
of soft glassy materials.

Recently, a general scenario was proposed for gla
systems subject to an external forcing,13 based on the study
of simple ‘‘mean-field’’ models. The rationale of this ap
proach is that the equilibrium dynamics of these models
equivalent to the ‘‘schematic’’ mode-coupling approach
slowing down in supercooled liquids.14–16The study of their
nonequilibrium dynamics can thus be seen as anonequilib-
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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rium schematic mode-coupling approach.17 In this respect, it
is interesting to note that the mode-coupling theory was
cently extended to the aging regime18 with results that were
first predicted from the study of mean-field models.19,20 To
our knowledge, the mode-coupling theory of supercoo
fluid has not yet been extended to fluids under shear bey
the linear response of the supercooled regime, i.e., at e
librium. However, in analogy to what was done for aging
supercooled systems, it seems sensible to bypass this a
and to carry out a direct comparison between the predict
from mean-field theories and experimental or simulation
sults, with the hope that the general scenario is rob
enough that the details of the system under study are r
tively unimportant.

Several earlier studies have been devoted to simula
fluid under shear. Yamamoto and Onuki21 concentrated their
work on the understanding of the dynamics at the molec
level. Our study is focused on more global aspects, with
aim of providing some experimentally testable predictio
Liu and Nagel22 also proposed to use the shear rate a
relevant control parameter for jamming systems. Liu a
co-workers23 investigated some aspects of the nonequi
rium dynamics of a model similar to ours, with the differen
of being athermal~zero temperature! in the absence of shea
Some of their results are closely related to ours, as will
discussed in Secs. IV and VI. More phenomenological
proaches may be found in Refs. 2, 10, and 24.

The aim of the present work is to check, on a realis
model of the fluid, some of the predictions that emerg
from the earlier study of driven glassy systems.13 For com-
pleteness, the main results of this study will be briefly
called in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we describe our microscop
model for the fluid under shear. Sections IV and V descr
our results for the dynamic properties of the fluid, both at
macroscopic~rheological! and at the microscopic~wave-
vector-dependent correlations! scales. Sections VI and VI
are devoted to one of the most important predictions of
mean-field scenario, namely the manner in which the eq
librium fluctuation–dissipation theorem is violated in su
nonequilibrium systems and the resulting notion of an eff
tive temperature. Section VIII proposes a numerical reali
tion of a very simple experimental protocol to measure
effective temperature through a nonequilibrium generali
tion of the equipartition theorem. We discuss experimen
and theoretical consequences of our results in Sec. IX.

II. SUMMARY OF THE NONEQUILIBRIUM
MODE-COUPLING RESULTS

To make the paper self-contained, we briefly recall
this section the main results and predictions obtained wi
the mean-field approach of Ref. 13. In this paper, a sim
system, thep-spin mean-field model, was studied under co
ditions that involved a constant energy input from an ext
nal driving force, analogous to the effect of a shear flow o
fluid. The resulting stationary nonequilibrium state was st
ied as a function of the temperatureT and external drive, the
intensity of which will be, for convenience, denoted bys.

For s50, the model has an ideal glass transition a
finite temperatureTc where the relaxation time diverges. F
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T.Tc , the correlation functions are described by usu
mode-coupling integrodifferential equations15 and display
the characteristic two-step relaxation predicted by th
equations, thea and b relaxations. BelowTc , the system
cannot equilibrate and displays aging behavior.20

Under a finite external drive,sÞ0, the system is station
ary at all temperatures. ForT&Tc , and in the asymptotic
limit s→0, the correlation functions retain the characteris
two-step shape of the equilibrium system, with
a-relaxation time that depends ons. For T,Tc , this relax-
ation time diverges ass→0, while for T.Tc it goes to its
equilibrium value in this limit. Although the driving force
strongly influences thea relaxation, it does so by keeping th
shape of the decay of the correlation unchanged. This le
to the property that correlation functions may be collaps
by a simple rescaling of the time. This scaling property
analogous to the time–temperature superposition prop
found at equilibrium, and we shall denote this prediction
‘‘time-shear superposition property.’’

Based on a power dissipation argument, we were a
for this simple system to define quantities equivalent to
viscosity and shear rate in a fluid under shear. This visco
was found to have a characteristic shear-thinning behav
decreasing for increasing shear rates as a power law.
shear-thinning exponent is equal to 2/3 forT.Tc , while for
T,Tc , the viscosity diverges ass→0, and the shear-
thinning exponent appears to depend on temperature wi
value between 2/3 and 1.

The behavior of the effective temperature was also
vestigated as a function ofT ands. We recall here that the
effective temperatureTeff is defined, in a system invariant
under time translation, by the relationship19

R~ t !52
1

kBTeff~C!

dC~ t !

dt
. ~1!

Here R(t) and C(t) are, respectively, a response functio
and the associated correlation function. In equilibrium,
fluctuation–dissipation theorem can be written asTeff(C)
5T. In the sheared system, the effective temperature
found, forT,Tc , to be a discontinuous function ofC in the
limit s→0. ForC.q, one hasTeff5T, while for C,q, one
finds Teff(C)5Teff.T, denoting an effective temperatur
larger than the bath temperature for long time scales.19 The
parameterq is the plateau value of the correlation function:
is called the Edwards–Anderson parameter in the litera
of disordered systems, or the nonergodicity parameter in
language of mode-coupling theory. At finite shear, the eff
tive temperature also has an almost discontinuous beha
as a function ofC. For T.Tc , the discontinuity decrease
and vanishes whens→0, so that equilibrium behavior is
recovered in this limit.

An important outcome of theoretical studies of the co
cept of effective temperature for the slow modes of a gla
system is that the value of the effective temperature is in
pendent, at the mean-field level, of which observable is c
sen to compute correlation and response functions.18,19,25,26

This prediction was recently challenged within a simple tr
model,27 with negative results. We will see in Sec. VI th
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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6230 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 14, 8 April 2002 L. Berthier and J.-L. Barrat
this important prediction is nicely verified in our realist
model.

The simple mean-field model studied in Ref. 13 does
allow any discussion of spatial dependency. However, ch
acteristic features of the spatial dependence usually expe
from the solution of mode-coupling-like equations will b
investigated in Sec. V C.

III. MODEL AND DETAILS OF THE SIMULATION

The system simulated in this work is a 80:20 mixture
N52916 Lennard-Jones particles of typesA andB, with in-
teraction

V~rab!54«abF S sab

ur abu D
12

2S sab

urabu D
6G , ~2!

wherea andb refer to the two speciesA andB. Interaction
parameters are chosen to prevent crystallization.28 In all the
paper, the length, energy, and time units are the stan
Lennard-Jones unitssAA ~particle diameter!, «AA ~interaction
energy!, andt05(mAsAA

2 /«AA)1/2,29 wheremA is the particle
mass and the subscriptA refers to the majority species. Pa
ticles have equal masses, and the interaction parameter
«AB51.5«AA , «BB50.5«AA , sBB50.88sAA , sAB

50.8sAA . With these interaction parameters between s
cies, equilibrium properties of the system have been fu
characterized.28 At the reduced densityr51.2, where all our
simulations are carried out, a ‘‘computer glass transition’
found in the vicinity ofTc;0.435. The slowing down of the
dynamics,T*0.45, is correctly described by mode-couplin
theory, which breaks down when lowering further the te
perature,T&0.45.28 The aging behavior of the system belo
this temperature has also been characterized extensively
cluding the violation of the fluctuation–dissipation theory
the glassy phase.30

In order to study the system under a steady shear fl
the classical Newton equations are replaced by the so-ca
Sllod equations31 ~so named because of the relationship
the Doll’s tensor algorithm!

dr i

dt
5

pi

mi
1r i•“v,

~3!
dpi

dt
52(

j Þ i

]V~r i j !

]r i j
2pi•“v,

where (pi ,r i) are the momentum and position of particlei,
respectively. These equations are integrated by a stan
leapfrog algorithm,32 where time is discretized. The valu
Dt50.01 was used throughout the simulations. Lee
Edwards boundary conditions32 are used in a cubic simula
tion box of linear sizeL513.4442. With these boundary con
ditions the flow is homogeneous, and no instability, such
shear-banding, was observed in our simulations.33,34 Note
also that this is the shear rateg which is controlled in our
simulations. The velocity gradient is in they direction, and
the fluid velocity in thex direction, i.e.,v5gyex . Constant
temperature conditions are ensured by a simple velocity
caling of the z component of the velocities, at each tim
step.35
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The shear rateg naturally introduces a new time sca
g21 into the problem. Obviously, a simulation involving
steady shear state is possible only if the available simula
time is significantly larger thang21. This limits our study to
shear rates larger than typically 1024t0 , corresponding to
106 time steps. The temperature range studied here iT
P@0.15,0.6#, which covers the liquid and glassy phase
while the shear ratesgP@1024,0.1# which covers the linear
and nonlinear response regimes of rheology. All the data p
sented in the following, even those belowTc , are obtained in
a stationary state. This is unusual for systems below the g
transition temperature, which normally exhibit a nonstatio
ary aging behavior.

IV. MACROSCOPIC BEHAVIOR:
NONLINEAR RHEOLOGY

In this section, we study the rheological behavior of t
system. Our results are very similar to that obtained in ma
different soft condensed-matter systems, making
Lennard-Jones mixture—which was originally designed a
model for simple metallic glasses—a reasonable one
more complex systems.

Before discussing our results, let us briefly recall so
possible behaviors for the flow curves~stresss as a function
of shear rate! obtained in complex fluids. These results a
often represented in the phenomenological form1,2

s's01agn. ~4!

The casen51 corresponds to Bingham fluids, with a yie
stresss0 , which vanishes for Newtonian systems. Forn
,1, Eq. ~4! is often called the Hershel–Bulkeley law.1 For
zero yield stress (s050), Eq. ~4! describes a power-law
fluid, where the viscosityh decreases with increasing she
rate as a power law,h;g2a, a[12n. Although these
types of flow curves are found in many different compl
systems, they are not usually supported by a theoretical b
and should therefore be interpreted as a convenient repre
tation of the results on a limited range of shear rates. In
system, the microscopic stresssxy is defined by the usua
formula

sxy[
1

L3 S (
i 51

N

2
pixpiy

mi
1(

i 51

N

(
j . i

r i jx

]V~r i j !

]r i jy
D . ~5!

The shear-rate-dependent viscosity is defined by the rati

h[
sxy

g
. ~6!

Figure 1 presents the flow curvess(g,T) for various
temperatures. The same data are also represented in th
ternative form of viscosity versus shear rate. Two differe
regimes can be distinguished in these figures. ForT.Tc , the
behavior becomes Newtonian at low shear rates,

s'h0~T!g, ~7!

where

h0~T!5 lim
g→0

h~g,T.Tc! ~8!
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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is the viscosity of the fluid in the linear regime. We ha
checked that it is proportional to the equilibrium relaxati
time of the fluid,21 and it is found to diverge as the temper
ture is lowered as a power lawh0(T);(T2Tc)

22.45, in
good agreement with equilibrium simulations.28 Figure 2
shows that in this temperature regime, all the data can
rescaled onto a master curve of the form

h~g,T!5
h0~T!

@11g/g0~T!#2/3. ~9!

FIG. 1. Top: Flow curvess~g! for various temperatures. Full lines ar
Newtonian behavior (a50) and shear-thinning behavior witha52/3. Bot-
tom: Flow curves presented in the alternative formh~g!, for the same tem-
peratures.

FIG. 2. Scaling behavior of the flow curvesh~g! for various temperatures
aboveTc . The full line is a fit to Eq.~9!.
Downloaded 25 Jun 2007 to 128.135.152.55. Redistribution subject to AI
e

g0(T) is not a free parameter, but has the formg0(T);(T
2Tc)

22.4533/2, which ensures that the divergence of the v
cosity atTc is a power lawh(g,Tc);g22/3.

Equation~9! describes a crossover between a Newton
behavior at small shear rates and a power law behavior w
h;g22/3 at higher shear rates. Remarkably, the same beh
ior, with the same exponent 2/3, was predicted by the me
field theory of Ref. 13. This coincidence, however, is n
necessarily significant. A similar shear-thinning behavior,h
;g2a, with exponents in the rangea50.5– 1.0 is obtained
in many different soft systems, such as suspensions and
centrated polymer solutions.1,36 Confined polymer layers un
der constant normal load37 were also found to exhibit very
similar shear-thinning behavior. In our case, the data co
probably be fitted with a slightly different value for the e
ponent, and the choice of23 is motivated by theoretica
results.13

At low temperatures, the curves shown in Fig. 1 pres
a crossover between two shear-thinning regimes. For r
tively high shear rates, they can be described by the s
shear-thinning exponent as aboveTc , a52/3, but at low
shear rates, the shear-thinning behavior is more mar
a. 2

3. One can define an effective shear-thinning expon
from the slope of the curves in Fig. 1@a5d ln h/d ln g)]. It
crosses over froma; 2

3 at a relatively high shear rate to
larger value for the lowest shear rate investigated here.
temperature dependence of the latter is reported in Fig
which shows thata(T) saturates to 1 whenT→0, which
seems to indicate that the system has a finite yield stres
this limit only.

Although our results are obtained over three decade
shear rates, we cannot report a definite functional form
the flow curves. An alternative view of the low-temperatu
flow curves is that the effective shear-thinning exponent w
saturate to the valuea(T)51 in the ~numerically unreach-
able! very low shear rate limit, indicating the existence of
yield stresss0(T)[ limg→0 s(g,T) for the system at finite
temperatures. Hence, we also tried to use Eq.~4!, in order to
extract a possible value ofs0(T). Note that this is made
possible by the fact that Eq.~4! has more free parameter
than a single power law. Fits are thus satisfactory, and

FIG. 3. Evolution of the effective shear-thinning exponenta(T) and of the

stretching exponentb(T). The horizontal arrow shows the valuea5
2
3 ob-

tained aboveTc . The vertical dashed line is atTc50.435.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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values of the yield stress obtained at different temperatu
in this manner are reported in Fig. 4. This ‘‘jamming pha
diagram’’ is very similar to the one proposed by Liu an
Nagel22 and studied experimentally in Ref. 38. It is also
interesting way of thinking of the glass transition, and
such was theoretically investigated in Ref. 13. The ‘‘jamm
phase’’ would correspond here to the low-s, low-T part of
the diagram.

V. MICROSCOPIC CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

The shear rate may be viewed as a new control par
eter to access the glassy phase. As discussed earlier, one
expect scaling properties of the correlation functions a
function of shear rate to be similar to those observed w
temperature is decreased. This basic remark was alre
made in Ref. 21, but we now have a clear theoretical con
in which these results may be understood.13 In this section,
we briefly consider the influence of the shear rate on st
correlations and investigate next the scaling properties of
time-dependent correlation functions.

A. Static correlation functions

Static correlations may be characterized through
structure factors of the fluid, defined as

S~k!5
1

N (
j 51

N

(
l 51

N

^exp$ ik•@r j~ t0!2r l~ t0!#%&. ~10!

We show first in Fig. 5 the structure factor forg
51023 and T50.3 in the three spatial directions. It can b
seen that the flow, somehow surprisingly, introduces no
vious anisotropy in this structural quantity.21 This can be
explained by the fact that we are working at shear rates
are small,gt0!1. A structural anisotropy would probably b
present for larger shear rates,gt0*1.

We present next in Fig. 6 the evolution ofS(kz) for
different shear rates at constant temperatureT,Tc . The
‘‘glassy’’ state is thus approached when the shear rate is l
ered. We shall see below that for these values of the s
rate, the relaxation time increases by nearly two orders

FIG. 4. The (s,T) plane of the jamming phase diagram. The dashed cur
are the viscosity contour plots.h520, 30, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, an
2000 ~from top to bottom!. The full line represents the value of the yie
stresss0(T), extrapolated from Eq.~4!. Arrow marks the mode-coupling
temperatureTc .
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magnitude. Only weak changes in the static structure fa
are observed in the same shear rate window. The situatio
thus strongly reminiscent of the observation made at equ
rium that no structural sign of the glass transition can
observed.28,39

B. a relaxation and ‘‘time-shear superposition’’

To investigate the dynamics of the fluid under shear,
focus on the number density fluctuationŝdr(k,t)
3dr(2k,t8)& where

dr~x,t !5K 1

N (
j 51

N

d„x2r j~ t !…2rL ~11!

is the density fluctuation at pointx and timet, r being the
average density of the fluid. For simplicity, we will limi
ourselves tok vectors orthogonal to the flow directions, fo
which the overall motion of the fluid does not affect th
correlation function directly.

To discuss the dynamic behavior of the system, we c
centrate on the self-part of the intermediate scattering fu
tion, defined by

Ck~ t !5
1

NA
(
j 51

NA

^exp$ ik•@r j~ t1t0!2r j~ t0!#%&. ~12!

s
FIG. 5. Structure factor at fixed temperature,T50.3, and shear rate,g
51023, for the different orientations with respect to the flow.

FIG. 6. Structure factor at fixed temperatureT50.3 and different shear
rates. The relaxation time increases by;2 orders of magnitude on the sam
shear rate interval.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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We have also computed this function for the minority sp
cies,B, with very similar results that will not be discusse
here. These correlation functions are displayed for two
ferent temperatures and several shear rates in Figs. 7 a
The wave vector isk57.47ez , which corresponds to the
peak of the structure factor~see Fig. 5!. The overall shape is
very similar to what is usually found in supercooled system
namely a first ‘‘microscopic’’ relaxation that is independe
of the control parameters, followed by a slow approach t
‘‘plateau’’ that we will describe asb relaxation in analogy
with the mode-coupling terminology. The decay beyond
plateau, or terminal relaxation, will be described asa relax-
ation. Obviously, thea-relaxation time is a strongly decrea
ing function of shear rate.40

It is a theoretical prediction that the slow decay of t
correlation function may be collapsed by a simple resca
of the time, the time-shear superposition property.13 As in
equilibrium,28 the relaxation time is defined from the relatio
Ck(t rel)[e21. The scaling form

Ck~ t !5FkS t

t rel~g! D , ~13!

where the functionFk(x) is a master function that may de
pend on temperature, is tested in Figs. 7 and 8. It can be
that such a scaling is indeed nicely obeyed for thea relax-

FIG. 7. Top: Correlation functions forT50.5.Tc and different values of
the shear rate,g50, 1024, 531024, 1023, 1022, 531022 ~from right to
left!. Bottom: The slow decay of the correlation function can be collapse
the time is rescaled byt rel(g). The dashed line is a fit to a stretched exp
nential form, with an exponentb50.77.
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ation of the correlation functions. The scaling function
correctly described by a stretched exponential,

Fk~x!'exp~2xb~T!!, ~14!

with the stretching exponent 0,b(T),1. The temperature
evolution of b(T) is shown in Fig. 3, which demonstrate
that the decay becomes less stretched when the temper
is lowered. The stretching exponent seems to saturate to
value 1 asT decreases to 0. In this figure, a close relations
between this stretching of the correlation function and
shear-thinning exponent is also clearly apparent. This
physically plausible:b51 corresponds to a pure exponent
form, i.e., a single relaxation time;b,1, on the other hand
is associated with a broader distribution of relaxation tim
If b515a, there is a single relevant time scale, and t
scaling h;g21;t rel shows that this time scale is simpl
given by the inverse of the shear rate, as would be obtai
by a naive dimensional analysis. This suggests, as an in
esting corollary, that a shear-thinning exponenta,1 implies
the existence of a broad distribution of time scales.

C. Spatial dependence and b relaxation

The wave-vector dependence of the number–num
correlation function is displayed in Fig. 9. As usual,28 the

if

FIG. 8. Top: Correlation functions forT50.3,Tc and different values of
the shear rate,g51024, 331024, 1023, 331023, 1022, 331022, 1021

~from right to left!. Bottom: The slow decay of the correlation function ca
be collapsed if the time is rescaled byt rel(g). The dashed line is a fit to a
stretched exponential form, with an exponentb50.95.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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overall shape is qualitatively the same for all wave vecto
the plateau value and the stretching exponent being sim
functions of the wave vector.

In mode-coupling theories,16,18 an interesting and easil
testable property of the correlation function is the so-cal
‘‘factorization property,’’ which characterizes the spatial d
pendence in theb-relaxation region. This factorization prop
erty can be written, for the correlation function under stu
in the formCk(t)5qk1hkf (t), whereqk is the wave-vector-
dependent Edwards–Anderson parameter, andf (t) a univer-
sal function, i.e., independent of the chosen correlation fu
tion. More generally, it implies that in theb regime the ratio

Rw~ t !5
w~ t !2w~ t9!

w~ t8!2w~ t9!
, ~15!

wherew(t) is any slow observable@e.g.,Ck(t)#, andt, t8 and
t9 are in theb-relaxation window, is independent of th
observable.28,30

This prediction is tested in Fig. 10, which shows that t
ratios ~15! obtained for different wave vectors are inde
independent of the wave vector. Again, these data are
similar to what is observed at equilibrium28 and in the aging
regime.30

FIG. 9. Correlation function forT50.3, g51023, and different values of
the wave vector regularly spaced betweenk50.93 andk524.76~from top
to bottom!.

FIG. 10. The correlation functions of Fig. 9 are rescaled in theb regime
using the mode coupling called ‘‘factorization property’’@Eq. ~15!#. Times
are t850.57 andt9514, as indicated by the arrows.
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VI. EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURES

A. Existence of an effective temperature

Nonequilibrium mean-field or mode-coupling theori
have shown that whereas correlation functions were the o
relevant quantities to be studied at equilibrium, it is of p
mary interest to separatly study susceptibilities in out
equilibrium situations.13,18–20At equilibrium, these two fami-
lies of dynamic functions are related by fluctuation
dissipation theorems~FDT’s!. In nonequilibrium situations,
FDT is a priori not satisfied. However, it now is clear tha
the study of the corrections to the FDT are relevant.4 Recent
theories of nonequilibrium systems have indeed introdu
the notion of effective temperature associated with the mo
fication of the fluctuation–dissipation theorem.19,26 This ef-
fective temperature is defined by the ratio of the respons
correlation function in the following way. Consider tw
physical observablesO(t) andO8(t). The correlation func-
tion COO8(t) is defined as

COO8~ t !5^O~ t1t0!O8~ t0!&2^O~ t0!&^O8~ t0!&, ~16!

where t0 is an arbitrary initial time and̂¯& indicates an
average over different initial timest0 . The conjugated re-
sponse function is defined by

ROO8~ t !5
d^O~ t1t0!&

dhO8~ t0!
, ~17!

where hO8 is the field thermodynamically conjugated
O8(t). In a system at thermodynamic equilibrium, the FD
reads

ROO8~ t !52
1

T

dCOO8~ t !

dt
. ~18!

The more easily accessible physical quantity is the susce
bility

xOO8~ t !5E
0

t

dt8ROO8~ t8!, ~19!

which is obtained by applying a small, constant fieldhO8 in
the time interval@0,t#. In the linear response regime,hO8→0, one gets

xOO8~ t !'
^O~ t !2O~0!&

hO8
. ~20!

The equilibrium FDT thus implies a linear relation betwe
the susceptibility and the correlation, namely,

xOO8~ t !5
1

T
@COO8~0!2COO8~ t !#. ~21!

In a system out of equilibrium, the FDT is not expect
to hold. However, in a system invariant under time trans
tion, a modified version of Eq.~18! can be used todefinethe

functionsTeff
OO8(COO8) through19

ROO8~ t !52
1

Teff
OO8~COO8!

dCOO8~ t !

dt
. ~22!

The Teff
OO8(x) are a priori arbitrary functions of their argu-

ment, and may depend on which observablesO(t) andO8(t)
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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are under study. However,they can be measuredby follow-
ing the same linear response procedure as in the equilib
case, so that

xOO8~ t !5E
0

t

dt8S 2
1

Teff
OO8~COO8!

dCOO8~ t8!

dt8 D
5E

COO8~ t !

COO8~0! dx

Teff
OO8~x!

. ~23!

The existence of an effective temperature is thusdemon-
strated if a straight line is obtained in a susceptibility
correlation plot parametrized by the time. As was shown
several cases,26 the same system may exhibit different tem
peratures on different time scales. If this is the case,
parametric plot will consist in several different straight line
the slope of each line determining an effective temperat
Cases are also known41,42 in which the parametric plot is
ill-defined at short times~e.g., because of an oscillatory b
havior of the correlation function! but yields a well-defined
effective temperature on longer time scales. It is theref
generally incorrect to define an effective temperatur
through the approximate expressionxOO8(t→`)/COO8(0),
as is sometimes done.23 This corresponds to taking the ave
age slope of the parametric plot as an effective temperat
therefore losing all information on the time scale depende
of the effective temperature.

Obviously, the introduction of an effective temperatu
is of ‘‘thermodynamic’’ interest only if this quantity is actu
ally independent of the observablesO(t) and O(t8) under

consideration,Teff
OO8[Teff . This is true at the mean-field

level,18,19,25 and this question will be investigated in deta
below.

As a first investigation of the existence and behavior
the effective temperature and fluctuation–dissipation re
tion, we consider the case of single-particle density fluct
tions, for which the corresponding correlation function h
been studied in detail above. Corresponding observables
in this case

O~ t !5
1

NA
(
j 51

NA

« j exp@ ik•r j~ t !# ~24!

and

O8~ t !52 (
j 51

NA

« j cos@k•r j~ t !#, ~25!

where« j561 is a bimodal random variable of mean 0. T
relation

Ck~ t !5COO8~ t !, ~26!

where the horizontal line means an average over the rea
tions of $« j%, easily follows. To compute the susceptibility,
force

Fj~k,t !52
]

]r j
@2hO8O8~ t !# ~27!
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is exerted on eachA particle. The response functionxk(t)
@see Eq.~20!# is computed by averaging the response o
tained in different realizations of the$« j%.

The time dependence of the dynamic functionsxk(t)
and @12Ck(t)#/T is displayed in Fig. 11. In that case, 20
realizations of the$« j% have been considered. This figu
shows that the equilibrium FDT is obeyed at short times, a
violated at larger times. From these functions, a parame
plot is built, as shown in the inset of Fig. 11. It can be se
that the parametric plot can be described to an excellent
proximation by two straight lines, of slopes21/T ~large
value of the correlation corresponding to short times! and
21/Teff ~small value of the correlation corresponding
large times!. This observation is thus in perfect agreeme
with the behavior predicted theoretically13 and was the main
result in Ref. 43.

B. Effective temperature in the plane „g,T…

The effective temperature is defined as~minus! the in-
verse slope of the parametric susceptibility–correlation p
for long times. This effective temperature will, genera
speaking, depend on how strongly the system is extern
driven. One may ‘‘reasonably’’ expect that a stronger dri
implies a higher effective temperature.~See the discussion o
the word reasonablyat the end of the paper.! That this is
indeed the case is demonstrated in Fig. 12, where param
susceptibility–correlation plots are displayed for several d
ferent shear rates.

Two different situations are considered in this figure.
high temperatures,T.Tc , the effective temperature reduce
to the bath temperature when the shear rate is decrease
predicted theoretically,13 we find here that the effective tem
perature of the slow modes is equal to the bath tempera
as long as the system is in its Newtonian regime,h;const.
This is physically reasonable, since the linear regime of r
ology corresponds roughly to shear rates such thatgt rel,1,
for which the dynamics is weakly affected.13,21

FIG. 11. Susceptibilityxk(t) ~squares! and@12Ck#(t)]/T ~circles! vs time,
for k57.47ez , T50.3, andg51023. The two curves are superposed whe
the equilibrium FDT is satisfied. Inset: Parametric susceptibility vs corre
tion plot for the same data. The dashed line is a linear fit to the small-C part
of the data, withTeff50.65. The full line is the equilibrium FDT.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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In the ‘‘glassy’’ low-temperature region, on the oth
hand, the effective temperature also decreases with dec
ing shear rate, but saturates for the lower shear rates tha
be investigated in the simulation at a value different from
bath temperature, as theoretically predicted.13 The existence
of such a limiting value is physically interpreted by the fa
that at low temperature, a Newtonian (h;const) or near-
equilibrium (Teff;T) regime defined as above by the cond
tion gt rel,1 does not exist, sincet rel;`.

The limiting valueTeff(g→0) corresponds to the effec
tive temperature that was observed in the correspondingag-
ing studies of the same system at this temperature.30 In Ref.
30, the limiting valueTeff;0.62 is reported~however, with
much less accuracy than in the present paper!, while we find
Teff;0.65 at the same temperatureT50.3. This is again ex-
pected from the theory,13 and confirms the interpretation o
Teff as a signature of the geometry of phase space expl
by the system on the simulation time scale, independentl
the exact procedure that is followed.13,19,42

VII. OBSERVABLE INDEPENDENCE OF Teff

As we already mentioned, the notion of an effective te
perature derived from the fluctuation–dissipation relation
much more relevant if it can be shown to not depend on
observable under consideration. ThatTeff is observable inde-
pendent is indeed one of the crucial predictions of mean-fi

FIG. 12. Parametric plots forT50.3 ~top! andT50.5 ~bottom!, and various
shear rates. In both figures, the full line is the FDT, and has a slope21/T.
The dashed lines are linear fits to the small-C part of the data, forg.0. The
wave vector isk57.47ez for all the curves of this figure.
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approaches.18,19,25In this section, we explore this importan
issue by computing the susceptibility–correlation parame
plots for several different observables. Since the computa
of response functions is numerically very demanding,
method we used consisted in computing very accurately
effective temperature from the scattering function fork
57.47ez . From the data in Fig. 11, one has the estimat
Teff.0.65 forT50.3 andg51023. We can then compute fo
the same parameters (T,g) the response associated wi
other observables, and check whether these data are com
ible with this value ofTeff . Since we have explained in som
detail the generic numerical procedure to measureTeff in the
previous section, less details will be given here. Instead,
carefully discuss the possible experimental realizations
our measurements. Note that in experiments, a simultane
measurement of the response and of the correlation is
difficult, and has been achieved only in very few cases.44–47

While usual dielectric, magnetic, or mechanical metho
yield response functions, scattering experiments probe o
correlation functions.5,9

A. Position correlations for different wave vectors

As a first check, we have investigated the wave-vec
dependence of the parametric plot for the self-part of
intermediate scattering function. The results, displayed
Fig. 13, are indeed perfectly consistent with a wave-vec
independent effective temperature. Parametric plots for
ferent wave vectors differ only through the value of the c
relation function at which the crossover from bath
effective temperature takes place. This value marks
crossover between ‘‘short,’’ equilibrated and ‘‘long,’’ out-o
equilibrium time scales. It also corresponds to the plate
valueqk in the correlation functions displayed in Fig. 7. No
that the wave vectors studied here cover a range of len
scales roughly between 0.5sAA and 4sAA . That these differ-
ent length scales have the same off-equilibrium behavior
observed through the effective temperature, is nota priori
obvious. It is in opposition, for instance, to the simple vie
of the system rapidly equilibrating its small length scale

FIG. 13. Comparison of the parametric plot forT50.3 andg51023, and
different wave vectors in the directionz. The full line is the equilibrium FDT
of slope21/0.3, the dashed lines have slope21/0.65.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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while its large length scales need much more time to re
equilibrium, a generic scheme which is put forward in sy
tems such as spin glasses.48

The ‘‘chemical’’ dependence of the effective temperatu
can also be investigated by computing the correlation fu
tion Ck(t) and the corresponding response, associated wiA
and B particles of the Lennard-Jones binary mixture. T
results, displayed in Fig. 14, again confirm that the slope
the parametric plots does not depend on the particular ch
observable, all the plots being well compatible with the sa
Teff50.65.

Finally, the collective correlation and response functio
can also be computed—albeit with a bit less accuracy t
the incoherent ones. This correspond to observables Eq.~24!
and ~25! but taking« j[1 for all j. The resulting parametric
plots are shown in Fig. 15, for two different wave vecto
Again, slopes are perfectly compatible with equilibrium FD
for short times, and withTeff50.65 for longer times.

It is interesting to consider how such respons
correlation plots could be obtained experimentally in s
condensed-matter systems. While the correlation functi
are reasonably easily obtainable through light scatte

FIG. 14. Comparison of the parametric plot forT50.3 andg51023, for the
two types~A and B! of Lennard-Jones particles. The data are compat
with the sameTeff although the statistics forB particles, the minority spe-
cies, is slightly not as good as forA particles. The full line is the equilibrium
FDT of slope21/0.3; the dashed lines have slope21/0.65.

FIG. 15. Parametric plots from the coherent density fluctuations for
wave vectorsk57.47ez and k512.62ez . The full line is the equilibrium
FDT of slope21/0.3; the dashed lines have slope21/0.65.
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experiments,5,9,49 the same is not true of response function
In order to obtain the latter, one has to be able to manipu
the particles through some externally applied potent
modulated at the same wave vector as used in the light s
tering experiment. One suggestion here would be to
some non-index-matched tracer particles in an ind
matched colloidal suspension. The tracer particles wo
then be sensitive to the intensity of the local electric fie
The same effect is used, e.g., in optical tweezers. An in
ference pattern would actually realize the modulated exte
potential considered in this section. Reading of the respo
could then be obtained from the scattering at the wavelen
corresponding to this pattern.

B. Einstein relation for the Lennard-Jones particles

A quantity which is not directly related to the incohere
correlation function is the mean square displacement o
tagged particle. The response function that is associated
this quantity is the displacement induced by applying
small, constant external force to this tagged particle. B
quantities are linked by a fluctuation–dissipation theore
called the Einstein relation in that context. To increase
statistics, we compute the mean square displacement o
particles of the same type, for example for the particleA; we
measure

D~ t !5
1

2NA
(
j 51

NA

^@zj~ t1t0!2zj~ t0!#2&. ~28!

Again, we focus on the direction transverse to the flow,
computational simplicity. The conjugated response funct
is then

x0~ t !5
1

NAF0
(
j 51

NA

F jzj~ t1t0!, ~29!

wherezj (t) is the transverse position of particlej at time t.
The forceF j5« jF0 is applied in the directionz between
times t0 and t1t0 . The FDT then readsx0(t)5D(t)/T.

At short times, the mean square displacement is ballis
D(t);t2. This ballistic regime is, as usual, followed by
diffusive regimeD(t);t. A more extensive discussion o
this quantity in the shear flow may be found in Ref. 21. T
time behavior is similar for the induced displacement,
shown in Fig. 16. Hence, by construction, a linear relation
obtained in the diffusive regime in the parametric plot ofx0

versusD. We confirm in Fig. 17 that, again, the effectiv
temperature defined in this way is compatible with the va
Teff50.65 already obtained above. This is true for the t
types of the Lennard-Jones mixture~see Fig. 17!.

One may therefore defineTeff by simply using the
relation

Teff5Dz ~30!

between the diffusion constantD and the friction coefficient
z, which are defined, as usual, as

D~ t !;Dt, x0~ t !;
1

z
t, ~31!

e

o
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for times that are in the diffusive regime. This method w
already used in Refs. 50–52 to extract an effective temp
ture in aging systems and in Ref. 53 in the context of shea
granular materials.

Its interest, especially in view of experimental realiz
tions of these measurements, lies in the fact that the full t
dependence of the correlation and response functions is
needed to extract the effective temperature. Again, exp
ments could be considered if tracer particles sensitive to
external force field~e.g., magnetic particles! could be intro-
duced into the system, and their mobilityz measured to-
gether with their diffusion constantD.

C. Stress fluctuations

A completely different observable, of relevance to
flow situations, is the stress defined in Eq.~5!. In this section,
we study thus the case in which the two observablesO(t)
and O8(t) are equal to the diagonal stress in the direct
perpendicular to the velocity and velocity gradient,O(t)
5O8(t)5szz(t). To add a field conjugated to the norm

FIG. 16. Mean square displacement@Eq. ~28!# normalized by the tempera
ture, and induced displacement@Eq. ~29!# as functions of time. At equilib-
rium, the FDT implies the equality of both quantities. Full lines are t
power law behavior of ballistic (t2) and diffusive~t! regimes.

FIG. 17. Parametric plot forT50.3 andg51023, for the self-diffusion of
the two types of Lennard-Jones particles. We have represented the qu
x0 vs x2D, wherex50.6 forB particles,x50.8 forA particles, for graphi-
cal convenience. These curves are compared to the data obtained for th
part of the intermediate scattering function atk57.47ez . The full lines are
the equilibrium FDT of slope21/0.3; the dashed lines have slope21/0.65.
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stress, a compressiondLz of the simulation box is realized
by rescaling all particle coordinates at timet50. In the limit
of small compression,dLz /Lz!1, the HamiltonianH of the
system becomes indeed

H~dLz!5H~dLz50!1
dLz

Lz
Vszz1OXS dLz

Lz
D 2C, ~32!

whereV5LxLyLz is the volume of the system. This prove
that dLzLxLy is the field thermodynamically conjugated
szz and allows us to access another check of the observ
independence ofTeff .

The resulting parametric plot is shown in Fig. 18. A
though the data are more noisy than in the density correla
case, the FDT violations are very similar, and the value
Teff is well compatible with all the others.

Again, it may be possible to carry out the experime
corresponding to this simulation. Experimentally, the o
diagonal component of the stress~rather than a diagonal one!
would be used as the observable. In fact, preliminary res
in this direction, using an extremely sensitive rheome
have been obtained on aging colloidal systems by Bellon
Ciliberto.45,46 The superposition of a continuous flow in o
der to obtain the fluctuations in a sheared system, howe
would represent a difficult experimental challenge.

VIII. FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL PROPOSALS:
EQUIPARTITION THEOREM FOR THE SLOW MODES

As mentioned above, tracer particles can be used
probe the dynamics of the fluid. In particular, the Einste
relation between mobility and diffusion leads easily to t
definition of an effective temperature, which appears to
identical to the one obtained from various susceptibilit
correlation functions.

A different use of tracer particles is considered in th
section, in which we investigate the dynamics of tracer p
ticles with a mass large compared to that of the fluid p
ticles. The idea is the following. The definition ofTeff as a
ratio between correlation and response function has b
shown to imply that if the fluid is used as a thermal bath
equilibrate a subsystem~or ‘‘thermometer’’! of typical time

tity

self

FIG. 18. Parametric plot forT50.3 andg51023, for the stress fluctuations
The full line is the equilibrium FDT of slope21/0.3; the dashed line ha
slope21/0.65.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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scalets;t rel , then the Boltzmann weight for the subsyste
will be given by exp(2Es/Teff), with Es the energy of the
subsystem.19 The thermometer does not measures the mic
scopic temperature, but the effective temperature assoc
with its characteristic time scale. In that sense,Teff can cor-
rectly be described as an ‘‘effective temperature.’’

Here, we propose a concrete realization of this situat
in which the thermometer is in fact a heavy particle, with
massmtr@m. Tuning the mass of the particle allows its Ei
stein frequencyvE to be controlled, defined by54

vE5A r

3mtr
E d3r g~r !¹2V~r !, ~33!

which essentially characterizes the frequency of vibration
the particle in the cage formed by its neighbors. For partic
of type A with mtr51, vEt0.20 atT50.5.

In our simulations, we have considered 10 mass
tracer particles with masses in the rangemtrP@1,107#. The
tracer particles are otherwise identical toA particles, so that
the equilibrium structure of the fluid is the same as w
normal, ‘‘light’’ particles. Since the oscillation frequency
inversely proportional to the square root of the mass,
heaviest particles will have an Einstein frequency typicall
thousand times smaller than the light ones, which puts t
oscillation period in the range of typical relaxation times f
the sheared supercooled fluid. Note that the Einstein
quency is entirely determined by static properties, and
ways determines the short time behavior of the velocity
tocorrelation of the particle. Therefore it is a releva
quantity also for the description of heavy particles, movi
in a fast environment.

Figure 19 compares the typical trajectories for heavy a
light particles. The heavy particles are indeed seen to ha
much lower oscillation frequency, and therefore their dyna
ics can be seen as involving a low-frequency filter coupled
the fluctuations of the host fluid, which corresponds to
slow, or ‘‘effective thermometer’’ considered in Ref. 19.
order to get the temperature from this thermometer, we c
pute the average mean square velocity in the direction tr
verse to the flow for these tracer particles. The results
shown in Fig. 20. From this figure, it is clear that light pa

FIG. 19. Time dependence of the quantitymtrvz
2 in particular trajectories of

tracer particle of massmtr5102,103,...,106 ~from bottom to top!. Curves
have been vertically shifted for clarity.
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ticles have a mean-squared velocity given by the usual b
temperature~T50.3 in this case!, which crosses over to the
effective temperatureTeff50.65 for the heaviest particles
mtr;106– 107. Intermediate masses,mtr;104– 105, corre-
sponds to times scales located in the plateau region of
correlation which marks the crossover between equilibri
and off-equilibrium behaviors. This crossover is usually e
tirely hidden in the ‘‘breaking points’’ near the valueCk
;qk in previous parametric plots.

This implies that ageneralized equipartition theorem
holds for the heaviest tracers, with the effective temperat
replacing the usual temperature, i.e.,

^ 1
2mtrvz

2&5 1
2Teff . ~34!

Moreover, we show in Fig. 21 thatP(vz), the probability
distribution of the velocity, is well approximated by a Gaus
ian shape,

P~vz!5A mtr

2pTeff
expF2

mtrvz
2

2Teff
G . ~35!

FIG. 20. Mass dependence of the mean kinetic energy in thez direction for
T50.3 andg51023. Horizontal lines areT50.3 andTeff50.65. Error bars
are evaluated from tracer to tracer fluctuations.

FIG. 21. Probability distribution function of the velocityvz for various
massive tracers, as indicating in the figure. The full lines are fits to the f
~35! demonstrating the Gaussian shape for all the values of the mass in
tigated. Values ofTeff are Teff50.3 ~equilibrium, mtr5102!, 0.44, 0.54
~crossover,mtr51042105!, and 0.65 ~asymptotic effective temperature
mtr51062107!.
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This in turn implies that the usual Maxwellian shape of t
velocity distribution is recovered, again withTeff replacingT.

The result, although expected on general grounds
physically quite surprising. Again, it could be tested agai
experiments involving for instance colloidal particles, t
tracers, in a complex fluid, e.g., polymeric. The importa
factor here is not the size of the tracer particle, but rathe
mass that should be much larger than that of the fl
constituants.55 One could also investigate the rotational d
grees of freedom of nonspherical, ‘‘slow’’ tracer particles.

This result opens the way for new, simple determinatio
of effective temperatures in nonequilibrium glassy materia
Indeed, it has to be noted here that no ‘‘complex’’ dynam
functions such as correlations or susceptibilities are nee
This suggests that it would be extremely interesting to rep
duce Perrin’s experiment56 on barometric equilibrium in a
sheared colloidal suspension. Although we have not te
numerically this situation, we expect indeed that the ba
metric equilibrium of heavy particles inside a horizonta
sheared fluid should also be ruled by the effective temp
ture of the fluid, higher than the room temperature.

IX. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have investigated the correlation a
response functions for a supercooled fluid undergoing ste
shear flow. The ingredients essential to our study are
separation of time scales existing in the fluid at rest betw
the slow a relaxation and the microscopic times, and t
energy input at large scales provided by the shear flow. W
these minimal ingredients, it is possible to carry out a me
ingful comparison with theoretical results obtained for th
nonequilibrium dynamics at the mean-field, or schema
mode-coupling level. We also believe that the results sho
be of general relevance to many complex systems unde
ing shear flow, for which the same ingredients are prese

We have first studied the nonlinear rheology of the s
tem, which is indeed quite similar to what is observed
many complex systems. The system exhibits shear-thinn
for shear rates exceeding thea-relaxation time. The results
can be rescaled on a common curve as long as temper
remains higher than the critical mode-coupling temperat
for this system. BelowTc , the shear-thinning behavior ma
alternatively be interpreted in terms of a temperatu
dependent shear-thinning exponent, or a temperat
dependent yield stress. The fact thats is nearly independen
of the shear rate at low temperatures and shear rates m
the Lennard-Jones mixture a good candidate to study
sible mechanical instabilities in Bingham fluids at a micr
scopic level.

In the shear flow, the system dynamics becomes stat
ary. This allows an accurate determination of the tim
dependent correlation functions, as opposed to the cas
aging systems, for which this determination is more difficu
We showed that several generic features of correlation fu
tions observed in supercooled systems in the vicinity ofTc

are still present out of equilibrium, as was predict
theoretically.13 Among those, the two-step~b and a! relax-
ation, the stretching of thea relaxation and the factorizatio
Downloaded 25 Jun 2007 to 128.135.152.55. Redistribution subject to AI
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property that characterizes the spatial dependence in
b-relaxation regime.

Finally, we have investigated in great detail the viol
tions of the fluctuation–dissipation theorem in this noneq
librium system. Our results, which are summarized in a sp
tacular way in Fig. 22, are consistent with the expectation
based both on theoretical arguments and on earlier res
from aging studies—that an effective temperature, indep
dent of the observable under consideration, can be defi
for the slow modes of the fluid. For several of the obse
ables we considered, we suggested experimental probes
could be used to measure similar quantities in comp
fluids.

We also presented a numerical realization of an ‘‘effe
tive thermometer’’ that probes this effective temperature,
ing heavy tracer particles. The reading of the value of
effective thermometer follows from the generalization of t
equipartition theorem to this nonequilibrium situation. Th
suggest a simple and elegant method to access the effe
temperature. Again, we suggested experimental proto
that could realize these measurements.

It has to be noted that the notion of an effective~or
fictive! temperature is a long-standing issue in the contex
glassy materials~see, e.g., Ref. 1!. However, our results
clearly show that the definition Eq.~1! from a nonequilib-
rium fluctuation dissipation has all the properties that has
be captured by such a quantity.19 ~1! It is the temperature
measured by a thermometer, and it includes naturally
separation of time scale of glassy systems, as shown by
‘‘tracer experiment.’’~2! It can be measured in a purely dy
namic way, without making reference to any equilibrated,
extrapolated, state.~3! It is independent of the chosen ob
servable, as we have clearly demonstrated. None of th
points is satisfied by previous definitions of a fictiv
temperature.1 Note thatTeff also captures the essential ph
nomenological idea that when a system is sheared more
orously, its effective temperature increases. We thus emp
size here the huge physical interest of this quantity, w
beyond the simple check of a sophisticated theoret
prediction.

FIG. 22. Summary of our results for the effective temperature. We sh
here the 14 different susceptibility–correlation parametric plots describe
the previous sections. They are all consistent with the same effective
perature for the slow modes. The full lines are the equilibrium FDT of slo
21/0.3; the dashed lines have slope21/0.65.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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All these results give strong support to the theoreti
scenario elaborated from schematic mode-coupling theo
to describe the rheology of soft glassy materials.13 This
shows that although these theories start from a rather c
description of a sheared fluid, they also capture its esse
features. It is important to note that some of these featu
are present in no other theory, such as the emphasis pu
the study of response functions, and the resulting FDT v
lations.

At the theoretical level, the next step to be performed
of course to give a more ‘‘microscopic’’ derivation of th
nonequilibrium mode-coupling theory of Ref. 13 for th
study of glassy materials under shear. In this respect,
results obtained by Latz18 in its work on the aging regime ar
a very important step.

However, we believe that it now is time to perform sy
tematic experiments to test quantitatively existing theories
the nonequilibrium dynamics of glassy materials. In th
sense, the situation is more or less similar to the mid-19
when schematic mode-coupling theories were already
rived, but with little experimental confirmation of its mai
features. This is why we tried, as much as possible, to s
gest experimental counterparts to our numerical meas
ments. We hope that our findings and suggestions in
present paper will motivate further experimental work in t
field.
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